Hestia Technical Guide
Hestia is a Bavaria Cruiser 46, with a Volvo
D2-55hp driving through a sail drive leg. She
has a standard keel, giving a draft of 2.15m
and twin rudders which not only give great
sailing performance, but also a shallower
draft at the transom making stern to
Mediterranean mooring easier on shallow or
ballasted quays. She is equipped with a
standard furling genoa and a fully battened
slab reefing mainsail with Selden MDS low
friction roller cars on the mast track. The sail
setup combined with the full-length keel
provide great sailing performance.

Cockpit and bathing platform are finished in teak
and the platform has electric lower/raise which can
also be operated by remote control, ideal if you wish
to raise the platform when you leave the boat
moored stern to on a quay. Hot and cold transom shower is located adjacent to the port helm. At
the twin helm positions, you have access to a centrally mounted Garmin 820 chart plotter, Garmin
GMI 20 (wind/speed/depth) port and starboard, Garmin GHC 20 autopilot on the starboard helm,
which is fully integrated with the Garmin 820 chart plotter. Deck and navigation lighting are low
power LED.
Down below Hestia has a large saloon and
galley area, with the saloon table doubling as
the chart table. The table has very ample
seating for 8 adults. The galley is equipped with
sink and drainer bowls, two burner gimbled hob
and oven, microwave although this is only
available when connected to shore power and
two fridges, one front opening shelved fridge
and a top opening locker fridge, both of which
can by switched on and off individually. All
saloon and galley lighting is LED, with ambient
lighting under the eye level lockers.
Following on you will find some useful technical information on the operation of Hestia

Hoisting, dropping and reefing the mainsail
Hestia is equipped with a slab reefing fully battened mainsail, which is 10 sqm larger than the inmast furling option, giving a significant improvement in performance, light wind sailing and ability to
sail to windward.
Here is our guidance on hoisting and dropping the mainsail along with a few setup tips.
When hoisting and lowering it is important to keep the boat pointing head to wind during the whole
process as allowing the bow to move away from head to wind will tension the mast cars at the mast
end of the batten pockets causing friction when hoisting, lowering or reefing the sail. Also ensure
that the vang and main sheets are loose and that the locking button on the main halyard cam cleat is
in the correct position, down for locked and up for unlocked (push the button in towards the bow to
move from unlocked to locked and back)
When you have prepared to hoist, put a crew
member at the foot of the mast starboard side
and another crew on the halyard winch. The
crew at the mast should be able to pull the main
halyard as it exits the mast and raise the mainsail
to at least 75% of the hoist whilst the winch
crew tails the halyard through the winch.

Once the mast crew can’t pull any further, they
can pull the halyard outwards towards the
starboard side of the boat and when releasing,
the winch crew can take the slack which is
created. This is called “sweating the halyard”.

Continue this until the main sail is at the top of
the mast and finally tension using the winch.
Don’t be shy when tensioning, Hestia needs
significant halyard tension to hold the luff of the
sail tight. If the luff is loose against the mast track
when sailing, you haven’t got enough halyard
tension!

The main halyard cam cleat works by moving the switch on the back of it upwards to unlock and
downwards to lock. To move between positions, push the switch inwards (towards the bow) and
then slide to locked or unlocked. When unlocking, you will need to push the switch upwards, then
winch in 5 to 10 cm of halyard to release the cam inside the cleat. You may hear a small click when it
releases. Sometimes whilst lowering the sail, the internal cam can re-engage which locks the
halyard, simply pull back by hand a couple of cm to release.
Reefing is relatively simply but again, put a crew member at the mast foot to help pull the reefing
line(s) tight and seat the metal ring on the forward mainsail reefing point onto the boom top without
folds of sail getting trapped between. Winch the reefing line tight, before tensioning the main
halyard.
The mainsail has significant power and if set up correctly will give
much improved pointing ability on a close-hauled course.
Experiment with the vang and main sheets to get the correct sail
shape and to ensure that the slot gap between the genoa and
mainsail is not too narrow (the main will start fluttering on the
luff if the gap is too tight). When correctly set up Hestia should
sail close hauled with the following wind angles (as shown on the
wind instruments)
Up to 13 knots of wind, genoa cars set central, full sail area, 30 to
33 degrees from apparent wind.
14 to 16 knots of wind, genoa cars set central, first reef in the
mainsail, 32 to 35 degrees from apparent wind.
16 to 19 knots of wind, genoa cars moving further back to open
the slot gap, first reef in the mainsail, 35 to 38 degrees from
apparent wind.
Above 19 knots, reef the genoa and as the wind builds further, consider the second reef in the
mainsail. Sailing angles will increase as the wind builds and sail set up and genoa car settings change.
Off the wind, reaching and broad reaching, reefing will not be required until around 18 to 20 knots
True Wind Speed.
Try also using the wind hold (instead of course hold) function on “George” the autopilot, if your sail
balance is correct, he is quite adept at sailing Hestia on courses between a reach and close hauled,
although he can struggle a little below a reach particularly in a following swell.
When stowing the main in the lazybag, put a crew member at the mast foot to flake the sail into the
bag. There are mast steps on the lower mast to enable you to reach a little higher up the mast.
Zipping up the lazybag can be somewhat precarious, but is worth the effort in case the wind picks up
in the night. Push the boom out to the port side of the boat and you can reach the zip on the lazybag
to fasten it up.

Anchoring
Hestia is equipped with a Rocna anchor and 107 metres of chain, so anchoring should always be a
simple process. For overnight anchoring, try to get a ratio of 5 times chain length to depth of water,
but remember to add 2 meters to your depth shown on the instrumentation as these are set from
the bottom of the keel. The chain is clearly marked up to 50 meters, with the marker colours labelled
under the bow hatch cover. The anchor windlass is operated via the hand control unit in the bow
locker and need to be switched on at the control panel in the saloon. There is also a winch handle in
the bow locker for those who wish to Free Drop the anchor. A chain hook for securing the anchor
chain overnight is located in the bow locker or one of the cockpit lockers.

When pulling the anchor up, ensure the engine is switched on and revving at around 1700 rpm in
neutral. Use the electric windlass to raise the anchor. If the windlass slows/stains significantly, stop
for 5 seconds, Rocna anchors dig deep and sometimes it takes a few seconds of vertical tension on
the chain to “pop” them out of the mud. If the anchor comes up full of mud, leave it just below the
waters surface and motor astern for a couple of minutes to clear the mud. Try to avoid motoring
forwards to do this as the anchor will then hit the bow of the boat possible causing gel coat damage.
Once clear of mud, raise the final few feet to stow away.

Domestic Water System
Hestia holds 460 litres of fresh water in two tanks. The fillers are situated under the bow deck locker
lid and under the port side helm wedge step in the cockpit floor.

When filling, it is recommended that you run the hose until the water runs cool, before putting it
into the tank.
The tank switchover valves are situated in the rear port heads, under the washbasin cupboard.
We recommended that
you operate with only
one tank switched on at
once and change to the
other tank when the first
is empty. The left switch
operates the bow tank
and the right switch the
aft tank. If for any reason
you run completely out
of water, the electric
water pump can be
switched off at the
control panel in the
saloon area.
The boat has a 40 litre
calorific water heater
which serves hot water
to the galley, washbasins
and showers including
the rear bathing platform
shower. This is heated by
the engine or when
Hestia is connected to
shore power.

Black Water (toilet) Holding Tanks
Hestia has 3 toilets, each with its own black water holding tank. It is essential that the seacock drains
for these tanks remain closed whilst in use as the tanks rely on high fluid content to work effectively
and to avoid the outlets blocking. I am sure it also goes without saying that these tanks must remain
closed in ports and harbours and any areas where people may be swimming. When emptying the
tanks, a good guide is to be at least 2 miles off shore and in deep water. To ensure the system
doesn’t block, please use the simple rule “If it hasn’t passed through your bodily system, it doesn’t
pass through the boats toilet system!!”
The outlet sea cocks are all positioned in the cupboards under the adjacent wash basins. The rear
heads have brass sea cocks with red handles and are easy to see. The valve is closed when the
handle is at 90 degrees to the flow of the outlet pipe. The forward heads has a plastic sea cock which
is harder to locate. Open the undersink cupboard and reach down and towards the stern of the boat
and you should find the valve, if you struggle, take the toilet brush off the inside of the door and
using a torch look inside and down towards the rear of the cupboard. The sea cock is the large black
plastic valve and again the cock is closed with the handle at 90 degrees to the flow of the pipe.

Gas Supply
The domestic gas bottle is situated in the rear port side cockpit locker adjacent to the transom
shower switch. There is a spare full gas bottle in one of the cockpit lockers under the cockpit seating.
To change a gas bottle, unscrew the whole brass fitting off the top of the bottle (best to put a door
mat on the cockpit floor, sit the bottle on top and twist the whole bottle off the gas fitting).
The supply of gas to the galley can be
isolated using the red switch in the
rear eye level locker over the galley.
The gas is switched on when the
switch is in line with the gas pipe.

Saloon Seating
The saloon table will easily seat 8 adults by using the pull-out seating and cushions as can be seen in
the photos below.
On the centre island

And on the end of the aft saloon seating

Fusion Marine Sound System

Hestia is equipped with a Fusion Marine
MS-RA205 sound system, with speakers in
the saloon and cockpit. The system also has
a separate control unit adjacent to the port
helm position.
Music can be played via a USB stick or a
Bluetooth connected music player. A basic
connection and usage guide follows and a
more comprehensive manual is in the chart
table.

To switch on the unit, firstly switch on the music power
on the main electrics control panel and then the red
“on” switch on the Fusion head unit. If you wish to use
the control unit at the port helm in the cockpit, this will
also need switching on, but won’t work unless the main
head unit is powered on.

The USB connection lead is situated behind the seat back cushion below the main electrics control
panel and is clearly marked USB MUSIC.
Some phones and tablets may also work with a cable connection to this female USB MUSIC
connector, however this will vary by device.

To connect via Bluetooth, please follow the instructions as follows.

Make sure that your phone or tablet is set to
Bluetooth detectable and then press the top left
hand menu button on the Fusion head unit.

Then using the rotary control button, scroll down to
ACCESSORY and click the rotary button inward to
select.

Then scroll down to BLUETOOTH and again click
the rotary control to select.

On the device you are connecting, you should now
see FUSION MS-BT100 under available Bluetooth
devices. Select to connect and you are there.

Using the ARROW button to the top right of the
rotary control you can now select between RADIO,
USB for the USB connection and AUX for the
Bluetooth connection.
Happy listening and don’t forget that music travels
a long way over water.

Charging Your Devices
Your electronics devices can be charged via USB
outlet, or 12v car type charger, which are both
located on the main electrics control panel. Please
note that charging leads are not supplied on
board, so please bring your own.
If you are lucky enough to connect to shore
power, Hestia is equipped with numerous 220 volt
European style sockets in the cabins and saloon.
You will need your European to UK plug converters
if you wish to make use of these sockets.

The Cockpit Table Light
The cockpit table light push fits into the white lidded
socket on the cockpit table.
It’s normally stored in the eye level locker above the
electrics control panel….

….and is switched on using the F5 key on the electrics control
panel.

We hope that this manual is of use in preparing for your stay on Hestia and a hard copy is also
available on board.
If you have any more technical queries before or during your visit, don’t hesitate to ask Rowan
Carver in the UK or The Team in Nidri.
If you have any suggestions for further entries in this technical manual, again please don’t hesitate
to mention them.
Wishing you a great holiday.
The Nisos Team

